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Abstract— A Recommender System (RS) is used to
recommend/suggest a product to its user on the basis of its
popularity, similarity, content and services etc. It filters the
useful patterns from a given dataset and tries to predict those
products which can be of user’s interest. Recommender
Systems are widely used in different areas like Movie
Recommendations, Music Recommendations; Research articles
Recommendations, Book Recommendations etc.
In this paper, different prediction algorithms from PythonScikit Library are evaluated on the basis of Root Mean Square
Error(RMSE) values, in order to provide a basis for
implementation of a Book Recommender System.
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NormalPredictor, KNNBasic, KNNWithMeans,
KNNWithZScore, KNNBaseline, SlopeOne, CoClustering

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recommender system is basically an algorithm, which
analyses the data patterns in a data set and gives valuable
suggestions to a user regarding any product of his/her choice
etc. Recommender systems are very helpful in this age of
Information Technology and E-Commerce, where online
users have been given a lot of choices and opportunities
either to buy a product or watch a movie. So it is strongly
needed by online businesses that some valuable suggestions
and recommendations regarding any product should be
provided to its user so that he/she may do the correct
decisions.
Recommender systems can be categorized into three main
types:
• Simple Recommendation System:
It works on the popularity or type of product
mechanism. It recommends most popular top
products or belonging to a specific category on
need basis to its user.
• Content-based Recommendation System:
These recommender systems provide suggestions
regarding its user’s past behavior and choices.
• Collaborative filtering Recommendation System:
These systems works on the correlation mechanism
between different users, i.e. for a given user, find
other similar users whose ratings strongly correlate
with the current user. Recommend items rated
highly by these similar users, but not rated by the
current user. Almost all existing commercial
recommenders use this approach (e.g. Amazon).
In this paper, collaborative filtering approach has been
applied using Python Scikit-Surprise Library [1] algorithms
on a book rating dataset in order to get the recommendations
for a typical Book Recommender System. RS is then
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evaluated using RMSE [2], error rate and test time
measurements.
II.

RELATED WORK

[3] have done a Research work on a movie and book
recommendation system using Surprise Library.
Performance is then evaluated using RMSE values.[4] have
illustrated a comparison of product-based and user based
collaborative Filtering approaches.
[5] have suggested hybrid approaches for Recommendation
Systems very well. They have proposed a Book RS for
mobile platform using hybrid approach. [6] have used three
RS platforms LensKit, Mahout, and MyMediaLite. They
have compared these platforms on the basis of prediction
accuracy of a Book RS. [7] have worked on Music
Recommender System. They have improved the
performance of Music RS by applying both collaborative
filtering technique and deep learning. [8] have proposed an
improved Recommender system giving more true
predictions using collaborative filtering with Jaccard
Similarity. [9] have used multiple recommendation
techniques after deeply analyzing different available
datasets like Amazon book reviews etc. [10] have proposed
a book RS using collaborative and association rule mining
techniques.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Surprise Recommendatin Kit and dataset used
This paper uses Python Scikit-Surprise Library ready-to-use
prediction algorithms on a Book rating dataset in order to
get the best possible algorithm for future book recommender
system implementation. Following prediction algorithm are
used:
1. BaselineOnly
It is used to guess the baseline estimated value for any
user/Product.
2. NormalPredictor
It randomly generates prediction value i.e rating on the
basis of training data.
3. KNNBasic
This algorithm works on collaborative filtering
approach.
4. KNNWithMeans
This algorithm also works on collaborative filtering
approach but also considering the average user’s
ratings.
5. KNNWithZScore
This algorithm also works on collaborative filtering
approach but also considering the normalized user’s
ratings.

6. KNNBaseline
This algorithm also works on collaborative filtering
approach but also considering the baseline rating user’s
ratings.
7. SVD
SVD algorithm is basically a Probabilistic Matrix
Factorization algorithm. Here baseline value is not
used.
8. SVDpp
The SVDpp is same as SVD but it considers implicit
ratings.
9. SlopeOne
SlopeOne is also a collaborative filtering algorithm
doing accurate predictions.
10. NMF
NMF algorithm is basically a collaborative
filtering algorithm but it takes into account Nonnegative Matrix Factorization approach.
11. CoClustering
It is also a collaborative filtering algorithm but taking
into account co-clustering approach too.
Above mentioned algorithms from Surprise Library have been
used, checking each one’s Root Mean Square Error(RMSE)
values and compared accordingly to choose the best one for
further processing.
Nicolas Hug [11] build a Recommendation System Library
called Surprise, in order to facilitate the development of a
typical recommendation system.
Surprise is a part of Python-Scikit package having a number of
different algorithms in order to develop and explore the
Recommendation Systems. The Surprise scikit package
installation is done very easily through a simple pip command.
Book-Crossing[12] is a book rating dataset being developed by
Cai-Nicolas Ziegler. This dataset has three tables: BX-Books,
BX-Books-Ratings and BX-Users. Book ratings are from 1 to
10. There are almost 1.1 million book ratings of 270K books,
being rated by 90K users.

B. Software Used
Kaggle is a platform to perform analytics and predictive
modeling, arrange competitions related to Data Science
around the world. Moreover it has powerful tools and
resources to test our projects. Python language is used for
project coding.

Rating Distribution Graph:

Fig. 1. Rating Distribution Graph

We can see that over 62% of all ratings in the data are 0, and
very few ratings are 1 or 2, or 3. It can be seen in Fig-1 graph,
that most of book ratings are 0 and a small number of book
ratings are 1, 2, and 3.

Book-wise Rating Distribution Graph:

Fig. 2. Book-wise Rating Distribution Graph

Books ISBN wise rating sorted list:

C. Project Steps explained:
Main purpose of this project was to evaluate the working of
chosen prediction algorithms from Scikit-surprise library for
Book-crossing dataset and then select the best one based on
RMSE value. All Steps of the project explained here:
Step 1: Import required libraries and Load the DATASET
Step 2: Data preprocessing (Filling missing values, check
the shape, description, a number of unique value, columns
and analyze to get more insights from our data.
Step 3: Exploratory Data Analysis & Data Pre-processing
Fig. 3.

ISBN-wise rating sorted list

It is obvious from Fig. 2 and Fig.3 that, users have given a
huge number of per-book ratings < 5. A small number of
books have been rated good and highest value for a book
rating is 2502.
User-wise Rating Distribution Graph:

Fig. 6.

Merged Data Head of User and Book Rating

Step4: Applying Surprise Library Prediction Algorithms
IV.

Fig. 4.

User-wise Rating Distribution Graph

RESULTS AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The Fig.7 shows the RMSE values for the various prediction
algorithms applied for modeling the Book RS.

User-wise Book rating sorted list:

Fig. 7.

Fig. 5.

User-wise Rating Sorted List

RMSE values table for Book RS

Best predictions Error rate values are shown in Fig.8, depicting
a value of zero.
Worst predictions Error rate values are shown in Fig.9.

It is obvious from Fig.4 and Fig. 5 too that, very few book
readers have given many book ratings.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 clearly show a significant decline of rating
values.
Setting 50 as minimum threshold for both book-rating and
user-number-of-rating. And then filtering data accordingly,
we got following data head, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8.

Best Prediction Error Rate Table

In the future, we will try to build a Recommender System
using its three different approaches i.e Simple RS, Contentbased RS, and Collaborative Filtering RS and then compare
the performance /results of all these techniques.
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The comparative analysis concludes that SVD outperforms
the other prediction algorithms.
V.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

Recommender system applications are growing very fast,
facilitating the online users to get the best suggestions
regarding any required product. There are a lot of different
approaches used in order to develop a typical recommender
system. In this paper, python Scikit-Surprise library ready to
use algorithms have been used and compared on the basis of
RMSE values. Filtering the book rating patterns from BookCrossing data set was made quite easy with the help of
Surprise Recommender Library.
It is concluded that SVD algorithm had lowest RMSE rate
and good test time. The error rates of SVD algorithm were
found, for best predictions 0 and for worst predictions less
than 10.
With the help of Surprise library, a researcher can easily find
out best possible prediction algorithm for a typical
recommender system to further apply on, hence saving
his/her time and efforts significantly.

